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INTRODUCTION 

This Application Note deals with the measurement of noise with the spectrum 
analyzer. In order to organize our discussion, some working definition of the term 

"noise" is required. 

When we think of noise, we usually think in terms of the effects of the noise. For 

example, receiver designers may think of audible noise in a received signal; computer 

designers may think of spurious ''bits'' caused by transients in the system. 

For the purpose of this note, we shall define noise as any signal which has its energy 

present over a frequency band signi6cantly wider than the spectrwn analyzer's resolu

tion bandwidth. i.e., any signal where individual spectral components are not resolved. 

This includes both desired and undesired signals. For example, white noise may be used 

in audio testing as a desired signal. 

rJpre 1. The lelt photo represents a response to a CW signal present at the spectrum .nalyler input 
The right photo shows a display of ralKlOm noise. Signals 01 this type will be anal)'led by the methods of 
this Application Note. 

Since noise is present over a wide band of frequencies, the total voltage or power 

measured by the spectrum analyzer will depend on the resolution bandwidth used. For 

this reason, any noise measurement must include the bandwidth in which the measure

ment was made, e.g., dBm/Hz, volts/MHz, etc. 

Two basic types of noise wiJI be discussed in this note, random noise and impulse 

noise. Random noise is generated by heat in resistors and other continuous processes. 

Impulse noise is generated by switching and transient phenomena and is characterized 
by the launching of discrete impulses in time. 

REVIEW OF SPECTRUM ANALYZER BASICS 

A few points about the operation of a spectrum analyzer are pertinent to the later 
discussion. Let's look at the basic block diagram: 
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FIfwI 2. A response .ppurs 01 tile CRT whenever F. ± Fio = F". Example: For tile 85538 110 Mttz 
Speclrum An,IYler, F" = 200 MHz; F. = 0 -110 MHI; Ind F.o = 200 - 310 MHI. Then, for In input slenll 
It SO MHI, tile loc.1 oscill.lor would be tuned to 250 MHI to ,et I 200 MHI difference frequency Ind I 
response on ll1e CRT. 

An input signal is mixed with a swept iOC1li oscillRtor in the input mixer. This 
mixing product passes through the IF filters and amplifiers, and the detected output is 

displayed on the vertical axis of the CRT. 

If a CW signal is present at the input. and the local oscillator is swept over the 

range necessary to display this signal (F. = FLO ± Fir), then the resultant display will 
be the IF bandpass filter shape of the spectrum analyzer. Therefore. the shape and band

width of these filters detennine both the resolution of the spectrum analyzer and the 

measurement bandwidth for noise measurements. 

The spectrum analyz.er will accurately reproduce the amplitude of signals which 

are �-lO dBm at the input mixer. An input attenuator ahead of the mixer allows 

adjusting the input level to the proper range. Broadband signals may have considerable 

total energy. while the energy at  any single frequency is small. This will rcsult in a 

decreased dynamic range. This effect is discussed in more detail later in the note. 

rlptl I. Th, IF tilter st.lpe of the 'P'drum 11II1)'Ier Is trlUd out whenewef • CW sllllll is displ.yed. 
The 3 dB blnctwictltl is determil'led by the setti", of the blnctwidth ,*t,ol: the 60 dB bandwidth is I prop
erty 01 the IF lilter. 
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CHAPTER I 

IMPULSE NOISE MEASUREMENTS 

As was mentioned earlier, impulse noise is phase coherent. That is, each spectral 
component at any instant is coherent in phase to all other .spectral components. For 
this reason, as the measurement bandwidth is doubled, the measured noise "oltap 
doubles. 

An impulse generates a voltage across the spectrum analyzer IF which is dependent 
upon bandwidth. The peal: voltage displayed will be dependent on the bandwidth cho
sen. Therefore an impulse noise measurement mwt be nonnalized 10 the instrument's 
impulse bandwidth, which is defined as the ideal rectangular filter bandwidth with the 
same voltage response as the actual instrument IF filter. (See Figure 4.) 

The units of measurement, then. will be in volts/Hz or voltage pe!' unit bandwidth. 
For example, measurements of electromagnetic interference (EM I) are usually made in 

decibels referred to one microvolt per megahertz (dB/N /MHz). 

To measure the spectrum analyzer Impulse bandwidths, use the follOwing pro
cedure: 

1. Connect a signal generator 10 the spectrum ana1yzer input. 

2. Tune to the signal on the spectrum analyzer, and display the signal generator 
output in the linear display mode. 

3. Adfust the output amplitude of the signal generator for an 8·division deflection 
at the peak of the response. 

4. Reduce the scan width Wltil the display almost 6lIs the CRT. (See Figw-e 5.) 
5. Measure the area Wlder the cwve by COWlting squares or integrating from a 

photo of the display. Divide the area by 8 to obtain the impulse bandwidth. 
The calibration of the horizontal axis is given by the setting of the scan width 
control. 

Additional methods are discussed in some detail, and a theory of measurement is 
given in Application Note 142, "EMI Measurement Procedure." 

iOW" 

v 

SC*InImAtWy_IF FiIw 

!Mi· I ........ .... :d.iJ1t, 

rtpw 4. The impulse bandwidth is defined by III Ideal filtet with identical voltap r,sponM. 
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Fiprl 5. Display adjusled so tllll IlIe f ilter response almost fills tile CRT. 

The detcctor in the specbum analyzer is an envelope detedor. For impulse meas
urements, this is the type of detection which is nceded. The detector responds to the 
peaks of the transient signals. and the CRT acts as a "peak hold" to display the 
resultant output. 

Notf!: The video filter must not be used since this peak reading capability would 
be destroyed. 

So. in order to measure impulse noise. we need to determine the response on the 
CRT, convert to units or voltage. and normalize to some impwse bandwidth. 

Although voltage can be read directly from the analyzer in the linear display mode. 
the log mode is preferred to allow a wider measurement range. The calibration in dBm 
can readily be converted to voltage from the following relationship: 

o dBm (SO 0) = + 107 dBp. V (SO n) 

To normalize to a given bandwidth, we can use a correction factor in decibels to 
be subtracted from any reading. This is arrived at from the expression: 

Where: 
S(dBp.V lBW,) = V(dBp.V) - B(dB{BW,]) 

S = Broadbnnd spectral intensity normalized to bandwidth. nw, 
V = Voltage measured on the CRT in bandwidth, nw I 

B = Correction factor 

When we double the bandwidth we double the impulse noise voltage, so the 
difference in dB between signals observed in two bandwidths is 6dB = 20 log BW AI 
BW H' Therefore, B can be determined from the follOwing relationship: 

Where: 

Example: 

BW, 
8=2OIog -

BWI 

BW t = Spectrum Analyzer impulse bandwidth 
BW I = Bandwidth to be normalized to 

Let's normalize to a 1 MHz bandwidth with an analyzer which has a 120 kHz 
impulse bandwidth. 
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fit .. e. Example: Impulse noise level at 70 MHz is - 47 dBm. We add 107 dB to let + 60 dB"V. Sub
tflcUnl the bandwidth correction factor, we let 78 .4  d8"V/ MHz. 

120 kHz 
B = 20 log = -18.4 dBMHz 

1MHz 
and S = V -(-18.4 dBMHz) 

Therefore. if we measure a signal at -47 dBm on the CRT in a 120 kHz impwse 
bandwidth. and we desire the spectral intensity in dBJl V /MHz, we proceed as follows: 

1. -47 dBm/ 12O kH:r: +107 dBJlV/dBm = + 6 0dBJlV/120klh 

2. 6 0  dBJlV/l20 kHz - (-18. 4 dBMHz) = + 78.4 dBJlV/MHz 

DYNAl\UC RANeE CONSIDERATIONS 

First, let's look at the means for obtaining maximum sensitivity. If we change the 
bandwidth setting on the spectrwn analyzer, we change the total noise voltage measured 
by the analyzer. Furthermore, since making the bandwidth 10 times wider gives 10 
times the noise voltage, the signal level displayed on the CRT will increase by 2 0  dB. 

A 10 times increase in bandwidth causes the spectrum analyzer intemal noise to 
increase by 10 dB. (This will be discussed in the section on random noise.) Therefore, 
10 dB improvement in signal-ta-noise ratio can be obtained by increasing the bandwidth 
by a factor of 10. Wide bandwidths should be used for impulse noise measurements . 

To determine the. available dynamic range, let's take some typical numbers. For 
this example, we will use the 110 Mfu Spectrum Analyzer, Model 8553B. 

In the 100 kHz bandwidth, the analyzer's average noise le\'cl is -100 dBm or 
+ 7  dBJlV. The overload, or gain compression, point is -10 dBm or + 97 dBJA-V. 

U a signal is inserted in the input of the analyzer which has a total energy of 
+ 97 dBJlV across the frequency range from 0 to 120 MHz (the cutoff frequency of the 
input filter), we can calculate the worst case dynamic range. We will use a typical 
number of 140 kHz impu bandwidth in the 100 kHz IF bandwidth position. 

120 MHz 
B=2010g =S8.7dB 

140 kHz 
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Flprl 7. Maximum IChlevabl' """,remen! ranll would be nt.lizi!d by �mitinl Input noise to 300 kHz 
bandwidth before the Input mix" 01 the spectrum .AlIYZ,f. For KIWI! ,n"yler without acclS$Ories. input 
bandwidth equets 120 MItz. 

+97 dBpV/l20 MHz � + 47 dBpV/300 kHz 
M,UI/rem,nl Ranle = + 47 dBI'V -12 dBI'V = 35 d B  ( worst casel 

+97 dBp.V - (58.7 dB [l40 kHz]) = 38.3 dBp.V /140 kHz 

The signal-to-noise ratio would then be 38.3 dB,u.V -7 dBp.V equals 31.3 dB. 

If broadband noise exists over a wide enough band, it becomes impossible to de
tect the level on the eRT, and the dynamic range becomes effectively zero. For example, 
if the +97 dBp. V signal existed OVe!" a 3600 MHz band, the signal level would be less 
than 7 dBp.V/140 kHz. and no signal would be detected. 

SUMMARY 

Measure the signal level in dBm. 

Add 107 dB to get dOpV. 

NonnaUze to the proper impulse bandwidth. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RAliDOM NOISE MEASUREMENT 

Random noise consists of frequency components which, as the name implies. are 
random in amplitude and phase. Measurement of random noise, then. depends on some 
statistical basis. Normally, the process consists of integratioD or averaging and taking 
the nns value of this averaged result. 

Since the spectral components are random in phase, doubling the measurement 
bandwidth will not double the measured voltage, but instead doubles the meastued 
power. Therefore, random noise is usuaUy q>ecifled as some noise power per unit band
width, e,g .• dBm/Kz. The normalizing bandwidth is called the random noise bandwidth 
or noise power bandwidth. For HP analyzers, this is approximately 1.2 times 
the 3 dB bandwidth. 

The definition of the noise power bandwidth is similar to the impulse bandwidth. 
It is the ideal rectangular Sher bandwidth with the same power response as the actual 
instrument IF ruter. 

The best way to measure the noise power bandwidth is by the method previously 
described for the impulse bandwidth, except that all vertical coordinates should be 
squared to give a power display. This would necessitate graphing the curve by hand 
to get the desired results or doing a numerical integration. 

A simpler method whlch gives adequate results is to measure the 3 dB bandwidth, 
and multiply by 1.2. To measure the 3 dB bandwidth. use the following procedure: 

1. Connect a signal generator to the spectrum analyzer input, and connect the 
auxiliary output of the generator to a hequency counter. 

2. Tune to the signal o n  the spectrum analyzer, and display the signal generator 
output in the linear mode. 

r ",. -, 

• • ..... R_ ........ fi ... 

�r"'" ....... v_ If f� .. 

FIpr. 10 The lIOise power bandwidth is defined by an ideal filler wit. Identical power response. 
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fiprl a. The settinl of the bandwidth control is Ihl lMHIIinal 3 dB bandwidth 01 the $pe<:tfllm an.lyler. 

3. Adjust the output of the signal generator for 3 deflection of 7.1 divisions at 

the peak of the display, 

4. Cenler the display on the eRT, and switch to 7.cro scan. 

5. Carefully tunc the signal generator until the vertical deflection is 5 divisions, and 

r�rd the frequency on the counter. 

6 .  Carefully tunc the signal generator through the peak response until the deflec

tion Is again 5 divis;Ons. Read and record the counter frequency. 

7. Subtract the frequencies in steps 5 and 6 10 gel the 3 dB bandwidth. 

Nominal values for the 3 dB bandwidth arc engraved on the bandwidth knob. 

This is accurate to ::!::5% for the 10 kHz bandwidth only. For this reason, the 10 kHz 

bandwidth can be used without further calibration in 0. number of cases. 

DETECfOR CHARACfERISTJCS 

Some consideration of detector characteristics is now in order. We noted in our 
previous discussion that the spectrum analyzer uses an envelope detector. When used 
with random noisc, this creates a reading which is lower than tllC true rms valuc of the 

average noise. This difference is 12.8% or 1.05 dB. (Sec Appendix A.) 

LOGARITII:-.flC SIfAPING 

Since log shaping tends to amplify noise peaks less than thc rest of the noise signal. 

the detected signal is smaller than its true rms value. This conection for the log display 

mode combined with the detector characteristics gives a total correction of 2.5 dB, 

which should be added to any random noise measured in the log display mode. 

AVEltACINC 

A further consideration is the integration or averaging of the random noise. In the 

spectrum analyzcr. this is accomplished with the video filter. A video bandwidth much 
narrower than the IF bandwidth should be used. A video filter setting about 100 times 

narrowcr than thc J F bandwidth will givc cffectivc averaging. (Sce Figurc 10.) 
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ripre 10. The vidl!O filter effectively averages random noise. All four pllolos ale taken with the 100 kHz 
IF bandwidth, and the video liller is progressively switched through its lour positions: OFr, 10 kHl, 100 Hz, 
and 10 Kz. 

RANDOM NOISE \IEASURE\IENT -Smol\fAI\¥ 

The measurement consists of the following swps: 
Measure the signal level in dBm. 
Add 2.5 dB. 
Normalize to the proper noise power bandwidth. 

Example : 

A signal is measured at -35 dBm in a 10 kHz bandwidth. The level in 
dBm/Hz is desired. 

First, we add 2.5 dB to get -32.5 dBm. If the 10 kHz bandwidth is used, the 
noise power bandwidth is 12 kHz. So, to normalize to 1 Hz bandwidth, we com
pute the correction factor from: 

12kHz 
10 log = 40.8 dB 

1 H, 
This is similar to the correction used in normalizing for impulse measurements 
except the calculations reflect the power addition of random signals. The final 
answer, then, is; 

-32.5 dBm/12 kHz -40.S dB = -73.3 dBm/Hz 
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Flpr, 11. With a 10 kHz baMwidlh setting, the noise 1110 MHz is -35 �Bm. Applying the 2.5 dB correc
tion, we get _32.5 dBm. Then, normalizing to a I Hz bandwidth, we get _73 .3 dBm/HI. 

DYNAMIC nAl"\CE CONSLDERAl'JONS 

If we examine what happens as the spectrum anaiyzer bandwidth is changed, wc 

will see that the sensitivity for random noise measurements is independent of bandwidth. 
For example, we narrow the bandwidth by a faclor of 10. The analyzer's internal noise 
(which is, itself, random noise) is decreased by a factor of 10. or 10 dB. At the same time, 

the random noise we are measuring also decreases by 10 dB. 50 the signal-to-noise 

ratio remains constant. 

If a white noise source is applied to the spectrum analyzer with total power of 

-10 dBm over the 120 MHz input range of the 0 -110 MHz spectrum analyzer, we 

can calculate the available dynamic range. We can pick any bandwidth. so let's use 
the 10 kHz bandwidth for simplicity. The noise power bandwidth is 12 kHz and the 

spectrum analyzer sensitivity is -lIO dBm. To nonnalize to the 12 kHz bandwidth. we 

compute the correction factor from: 

120 MHz 
10 Jog -=:..=:=. = 40 dB 

12kHz 

Then, -10 dBm/120 MHz -40 dB = -SO dBm/12 kHz. We can measure from -SO 
dBm to -110 dBm, or a 60 dB total range. 

-10dBm 

-�Am----4--------------
Muimum� 

,. ..... 'It "'"for 10H, 8MdwId1h 

1 dB Gtill Com� 

Mu ........ Input tor 
70 dB $pur ..... ,.. 
,. MII."tA ..... 

L ____ ....:�' ���-�:.:============�NoIIe L,.,oooIIII10Ha '''�':-"� ''�' __ :J 
r .... 12. Maximum achievable measurement ranle would be realized by limitina: input noise to 10 Hz 
bandwidth belore input mixer 01 the spectrum analyzer. ror actUll ana1yzer without accessories, inpul 
b.ndwidlh tqUlls 120 MHt. 

-10 dBm/I20 MHz :::: -80 dBm/JO HI 
Measurement Range = -80 dBm - 1-140 d8m) = 60 dB (worst case) 
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NARROWER VIDEO BANDWIDTHS 

The video 6Jter in the spectrum analyzer can be modiBed for better averaging when 
narrow IF bandwidths are used. When this Is done, the "dbpllly wu.:a'" li�ht wUi lIot 
function properly. The proper scan time can be calculated, though, from the following 
formula: 

Scan Width per Division 
BW�ld.o (BWI,,) �O.35 

Scan Time per Division 

Note: This is an empirical relationship which is useful for most cases, but it will 
not provide an exact answer. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CARRIER-TO-NOISE RATIO 

Measurement of carrier-ta-noise ratio is quite similar to measurement of random 
noise power density. The measurement basically consists of: 

1. Measure the carrier or desired signal level. 

2. Measure the random noise and apply corrections. 

3. Normalize to the desired bandwidth. 

For example, it is desired to measure the video carrier-Io-noise ralio of a composite TV 
signal. The effective bandwidth of the received signal, then, is 6 MHz. So we will nor
malize to this bandwidth to get the C/N ratio which will be seen by the TV receiver. 

So, if the carrier appears at -25 dBm, and the noise is measured as -95 dUm in a 
10 kHz bandwidth, we can make the following calculations: 

1. Add 2.5 dB to the noise level. 

2. Normalize to 6 MHz bandwidth. 

6MHz 
N (6 MHz) = N (10 kHz) + 10 log 

1.2 (10 kHz) 

N = -92.5 dBm/lO kHz + 27 dB = -65.5 dBm/6 MHz 

Then, the carrier-to-noise ratio is -25 dBm to -65,5 dBm, or 10,5 dB. This method 
can be applied to any input signal if the bandwidth of the intended receiver is known. 
That is, if we want to know the signal·to·noise ratio seen by a 0-12.4 GHz crystal de
tector, we must normalize to a 12.4 GHz bandwidth, etc. 

Flp,. 13. In the left pholo, we measurt the tevel of an FM broadcasl stallon IS received al the spectrum 
.nalYler al -38 dSm. In the right photo, we add video filtering to average the noise (the modulation looks 
likl noisl, so tha carril' 1 ..... 1 must tit measultd with tht video filt,r om at _100 dSm in a 10 kMz 
b.ndwidth. Applylnl Ihe corrections and normalilinl to a 200 kMI !ranmisslon bandwidth, we let .bout 
a 47 dS slan.l.to-nolse ratio for an FM rectiver. 
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CHAPTER 4 

AMPLIFIER NOISE FIGURE MEASUREMENTS 

The noise figure of an ampliSer is defined by the expression: 

Where p:;::: Noise power at the output with the input terminated 

K = Boltzmann's constant (1.374 x 10-23 joule/oK) 
To ::; Absolute temperature (OK) 

B = Ampliler bandwidth 

G = Ampliier gain 

An amplifier which contributed no noise would have a noise figure of one, Le., 
all noise appearing at the output is due to noise generated by the input termination. 
More often, noise figures are expressed in dB. 

NF (dB) = 10 log NF 

and, NF (dB) = 10 IOg( P ) 
K To BC 

Inspecting this expression, we can see that we don't need to measure the total 
noise power output of the amplifier. 'Ve can, instead, measure the power in some unit 
bandwidth and use that bandwidth in place of B in the equation. This also saves having 
to measure the actual amplifier bandwidth. 

The terms which need to be evaluated, then. are: noise power output per unit 

bandwidth, amplifier gain, and temperature. Practically, we can take room temperature 
to be 290oK. 

Tb.,., 

And, 

p P 
NF (dB) = 10 log = 10 log - -10 log KT 

K To BC BC 

P NF (dB) = 10 log - - 10 log C -10 log KT 
B 

As a practical consideration, the noise power output will be small, and some pre

amplification will be necessary to improve the spectrum analyzer sensitivity. The effect 
of the added amplifier will be to increase the system gain, and it can be included in 
the equation. The effect 00 accuracy will be discussed in the section on sensitivity. 

The actual mea5urement wiD be made on the linear scale to gain resolution, so the 
noise level will be read in voltage. 

The equation for the amplifier noise figure then becomes: 

V' 
NF (dB) = 10 log _ - (C ... + CT) + 151.21 dB 

BIV 
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Where: 
v = Noise voltage read from spectrum analyzer 

8W = Spectrum analyzer 3 dB bandwidth 
CA + cry = Cain of test amplifier plus gain of prcamplifier 

used with spectrum analyzer 

\1EASURE\tENl' PROCEDURE 

A signal generator will be used as a substitution device to measure the gain of the 

preamp and test amp, and the totaJ output noise voltage will be measured on the 

spectrum anaIyzer. 

Make the following lest setup: 

AMPliFIER 
UNDER TEST 'REAM' 

SIGNAL i'-.. i'-.. Sf'ECTRUM 
GENERATOR V ,/ ANALYZER 

riaWt '4. Tut setup to tllibr.le th •• lin 01 the two ampliliers. 

Set the spectrum analyzer for a convenient display of the signal generator output, using 

the 2 dB per division or linear display mode. With 10 dB of input attenuation, use the 

spectrum analyzer log reference level controls to set a convenient reference. Be sure 

the input level to the spectrum analyzer is less than 0 dBm, or s(.>fious errors will result 

due to gain compression. Record the attenuator setting on the signal generator. 

Remove both amplifiers and connect the signal generator directly to the spectrum 

analyzer input. Increase the power output from the generator until the reference pre

viously established is reached. Record the aUenuator setting. The difference between 

these two settings is cry + CA in dB. 

Disconnect the signal generator, and connect the amplifiers as shown: 

"" 
AMPLIFIER lOREAMI' 

SPECTRUM 
AN"'-YZER E1f---l[>>-----l[>>----l '--_---J 

Fiprl 15. Noise lilUT' test setup. 
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Measure the noise voltage on the linear scale, and measure the analyzer 3 dB bandwidth 
(if it has not been previously done), Compute the noise figure, 

'" 
NF (dB); 10  log - - (G, + G,) + 181.21 dB 

B W  

SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS 

The smallest noise 6gure measurable depends on the spectrum analyzer sensitivity 
and the gain of the amplifier under test, First, let's compute the sensitivity with the 
preamp by wing the expression for system noise figure: 

Notel Noise figures and gain are power ratios, not in dB. 

Example: 
Spectrum anaJyzer noise. figure is 24 dB, and a 20 dB gain,S dB noise figure 

preamp is wed. 

250 
NF.=3.17+ 

100 
=5.67==7.5dB 

Then, a 10 dB gain, 7,5 dB noise 6gme amplifier under test would give a noise 
output 10 dB above the spectrum anaIyzer noise level. 

We asswne that the noise measured on the spectrum aoalyzer is contributed only 
by the amplifier under test. To test this assumption, let's calculate the actual system 
noise figure for a known ampli6er. 

We shall we a 20 dB gain,S dB noise 6gure amplifier as an example. The meas
ured noise figure will be: 

5.67-1 
NF� = 3.17 + = 3.175 = 5.02 dB 

100 
or 0.02 dB error introduced 

If we take the spectrum anaJyzer noise 6gure to be degraded by setting the input 
attenuator to 10 dB, the error is 0.38 dB. 

Using higher gain in either the prearnp or test amplifier reduces the error con
tributed by the measurement system, The approximate error can be calculated from 
the measured data, if desired. 

EXA\IPLE \lEASUI\BfEST 

Figure 16 shows the results. of measurements over the range from 10 to 110 MHz 
on a CATV amplifier. Measurements were made at 30, 60, and 90 MHz. The spectrum 
analyzer 3 dB bandwidth was 10.5 kHz, and the vertical scale on the photo is 5 p. V Idiv. 
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FIpn 18. Example for noise figure measu,rellenl 

30MIh 

The goin, C .... + eT = 48.� dB 
V=19p.V 

(19 x 1O-')!! 
NF (dB);::; 10 log -48.5 +187.27 ;::; 4.13 dB 

10.5 x 1()3 

80 MIh 

The gain, CA + c,.;::; 49 dB 
V;::; 20 "V 

(20 X 10-1I):r 
NF (dB) ;::; 10 log .:,-,----'-- -49 +187.27 ;::; 4.08 dB 

10.5 x HP 

90MIh 

The gain, CA + c,.;::; 49.3 dB 
V=21p.V 

(21 x 10-') 2 

NF (dB);::; 10 log -49.3 +187.27;::; 4.2 0  dB 
10.5 x 1()3 
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CHAPTER 5 

WHITE NOISE LOADING 

One application of a white noise SOUTce is to simulate random modulation of a 

carrier. This will often give more meaningful cV31uation of a system under operating 

condition. Onc simplified example might be the following: 

CARAtER 

I 
WHITE NOISE r- 2O.H. - ... H. r- MODULATOR -SOURCE '" NOTCH FILTER 

- DEMODULATOR - SPECTRUM 
UNDER TUT ANALYZER 

flpre 17. Basic while noise 10ldinl test. 

The white noise is shaped to provide a 20 kHz bandwidth and a 60 - 80 dB notch 

at 800 Hz. This modulates an RF carrier, and the demodulator recovers the noise signal. 

If the signal is recovered without distortion, the 800 Hz notch will be the same depth 

as when it was created, i.e., 60 - 80 dB. If any distortion is introduced in the modulation

demodulation process, the notch wiD not be as deep. 

Measurement techniques on the spectrum analyzer arc quite simple. There are 

two considerations: the bandwidth must be narrow enough to resolve the notch, and 

the dynamic range must be wide enough to avoid having distortion created by the 

spectrum analyzer. 

The bandwidth requirements are readily determined, but the dynamic range may 

be a complicated matter. 

DYNAMIC l\ANCE 

Let's look at our dynamic range. The spectrum analyzer is specified for all distor

tion products to be down 10 dB for -40 dBm to the input mixer. 

Suppose we look at a noise signal from 0 to 20 kHz with a 30 Hz bandwidth. The 

total noise energy must not exceed -40 dBm over the 20 kHz bandwidth. This amounts 

to -67 dBm in a 30 Hz bandwidth. Since distortion appears 70 dB below -40 dBm, or 
-110 dBm, the dynamic range is from -67 dBm to -110 dOm, or 43 dB. This is the 

deepest notch which can be recovered. 
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However. using an 800 Hz bandpass filter ahead of the spectrum analyzer to limit 

the bandwidth of the inpul noise. we can achieve 60 10 65 dB of dynamic range. 

-10dBm ------------

_'OdBm __ -y-______ _ 

,e """" , RaIIgt 

1 d8 GtIII c-w ...... 

............ Input h .. 
70 d8 Spo.iouo· .... 
.... '_,.� 

_I.odBm ___ � _________ HolM LM I". lOt., a..ctwide. 

Flprl 1.. Maximum achlt .... blt mtasuremtnt range Ind 70 dB distortion-Iret rlnge would be realized by 
IimllJng Input noise to 10 Hz bMdwidth ahtad 01 tht input milllf. FOt atdio Irtquency analYlat wittloul 
accessories, input blndwidth tquals 1.2 MKz. 

- 40 dBmf1 .2 MHz "'" -90 dBmflO Kz 
Oyruilfic Rangt:: -90 dBm _ 1_140 dBm):: SO dB 

With 5 kHl low pus filler installed at input, 
- 40 dBm/5 kMl :::.: -67 dBmflO HI 

D)'namic Rlngt '; -67 dBm - 1-140 dBm) :::: 70 dB 
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CHAPTER 6 

OSCILLATOR SPECTRAL PURITY 

It is often desirable to characterize the stability of an oscillator by measuring noise 

sidebands on the carrier. This is especially true for high stability oscillators where tra

ditional terms like "residual FM" or "residual AM" have little meaning. 

The sidebands present may represent either amplitude jitter or phase (frequency) 

jitter on the oscillator oulput. Therefore, it may be desired to measure both independ

ently rather than to just measure the total noise sideband level. 

In many cases, the noise sidebands will be high fi'nough to be measured directly, 

using the techniques described for random noise. Some oscillators ,viII have discrete, 

line-related sidebands which can be readily measured. However, any " clean" oscillator 

will require special techniques to establish the sideband levels which may be 150 dB/Hz 

below the carrier. 

HESIDUAL A'I 

The method of measurement for residual AM will consist of using an envelope 

detector to recover the AM sidebands while ignoring FM or phase modulation (P�I) 

sidebands. The basic blOCK diagram is as shown below. 

The calibration source is used to create an accurately mown modulation level to 

calibrate the system. This is accomplished by essentially USing the deh.-'Ctor as a mixer. 

The source under test is set for a level of + 15 to +17 dBm (when the HP 423A 
Crystal Detector is used), and the calibration source is set for a small frequency offset 

DIRECTIONAL 
SOURCE COI.I'LER 

UNDER TEST 

CALIBRATION 
SOURCE 

DETECTOR 

LOW NOISE 
AMPLIFIER 

"" 
/' 

LOW FREQUENCY 
sPECTRUM 
ANALYZER 

fiptt 11. Block di'lram for residu.1 AM mtaSIJrements. 
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f, � Ft ............. 01 Tat Sour .. 

f, .. f_ 01 c.tibr.,ion s.-a 

'1'------+---7-: --+--------0-: f, '. 
21, _I, 

Eq ........ ' R_m,;"" 
Eq .... AM lAd PM 

rlture 20. Input to crystal det«tor during calibration for residual AM. Tte equivalent input is IS shown 
in Ihe diagram to Ihe right and corresponds 10 equal AM and PM. 

with a level 50 to 100 dB below the source under test. The output of the directional 

coupler looks like tJm above in the frequency domain. 

When fz is more than 26 dB below flo the output represents an equal amount of 

AM and PM adding ill phn.'\C. Thus, the lower sideballW cancel. and the upper sidcbands 

add. The actual lcvcl of the upper AM sidcband is 6 dB below the calibration generator 

output. So if wc set the calibration source 84 dB below the test source, the equivalent 

output from the detector at f� - £, will represent Ar-.'I 90 dB below the carrier. (Remem

ber, the detector ignores any PM which is present.) (See Application Note 150-1 for 

further information on AM and PM_> 

The high level of the source under test is sufficient to drive the detector into its 

linear region. We can check the operation of the detcctor circuit by changing the 

calibration source's frequency and amplitude. As the amplitude is changed in 10 dB 

steps, the output should change in 10 dB steps. Also, as the frequency is changed, the 

output frequency should change, but the amplitude should remain constant. 

The amplifier should have a high impedance input to avoid loading the detcctor, 

and the output impedance should be 50 ohms to interface to the spectrum analyzcr 

without loss. 

MEASURE\lENT 

The measurement technique is quite simple. We first calibrate for a known 

carrier-to-sideband ratio. This is accomplished as outlined before. That is, the calibration 

source is set for a frequcnc)' slightly higher than the test source and a level 50 to 100 dB 

lower. The output from the amplifier is adjusted to a convenient refcrcnce on the eRT. 

For example, a calibration signal 74 dB below the test source is used, and the reference 

signal out represents AM 80 dB below the carrier. 

Then, turn off the calibration source, and read the noise sideband level. Remember 
to add the 2.5 dB correctioll factor and normalize to some bandwidth as for any random 

noise measurement. Discrete sidcbands can be measured directly without corrections. 
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SENSITIVITY 

The overall sensitivity will depend on the detcctor noise figure, the amplifier noise 
figure and gain, and the spectrum analyzer characteristics. 

For discrete (narrowband) sidebands, the sensitivity will be related to the spectrum 

analyzer bandwidth. For noise sidebands, sensitivity close to the carrier will also be 

related to the bandwidth. Of course, as narrower bandwidths are used, narrower video 

filter settings are required. Further smoothing may be accomplished by using an X-V 
recorder to display the output. 

Note 

Care must be taken to shield the low frequency por

tion of the system from radiated signals such as the AM 

broadcast band. Also, if you are working in an HF range 

where radiated signals may be present. these may radiate 

into the detector. Any such signal would appear as a 

spurious sideband. For maximum sensitivity measurements 

such as this, it may be desirable to operate ill a shielded 
room. 

nESIDUAL PHASE \fODUL\TIO� (P\1) 

In this method, we will use a double-balanced mixer as a phase detcctor. When
ever two signals of equal frequency and in phase -quadrature are applied to the local 

oscillator and RF porLS of a double-balanced mixer, the output at the mixed port is the 
detected phase relationship between the t\\'O signals. 

The basic method, then, deals with obtaining this phase quadrature between two 
signals. We will classify the technique for getting phase quadrature by oscillator type. 

BaSically, there are four types: voltage-tuned oscillators, phase-lock oscillators, fi.,;cd 
oscillators, and microwave fixed oscillators. 

VOLTAGE-TUNED OSCILLATORS 

To measure a voltage-tuned oscillator, we will phase-lock it to a stable reference. 

The block diagram is shown below: 

REFERENCE 

x 

TEST VTO 
"' 

ruN' 

Sf'(CTRUM 
ANAlYZER 

Fiprt 21. Test setup for phase modulation measurements on a VTO. 
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, 

I 

F1pn 22. OUtput of the mixer when local oscillator and tut oscillator are unlocked. 

The gain crossover frequency of the lock loop must be at a frequency lower than 

any to be measured. Calibration of the system is readily accomp)l�hed by tuning the 

VTO off frequency so that no lock occurs. The output of the mixer will thcn be as shown 

above. 

The signals at F,,o + FTut and F,.o - FTUI represent sidcoonds 6 dB below the 

fundamental. The F LO - F Tnt signal wil l appear in the range of measurement and 

should be set to the -6 dB graticule line on the spectrum nnalyzcr. The log reference 

level will now read the equivalent carrier level. 

The VTO is then tuned until lock occurs. At this point, we need to establish phase 

quadrature. The loop is adjusted so that the de component of the error voltage is at a 

minimum to assure quadrature and true phase detection. 

Now, applying the usual corrections, you can measure the phase noise sidebands. 

PHASE·LOCK OSCILLATORS 

The measurement technique is quite similar to voltage-tuned oscillators except the 

lock loop is built in to the oscillator unit. For this case, we will lock a spectrally pure 
5ynthe5izcr and the oscillator under tcst to the same reference to obtain a constant 

phase relationship. 

REfERENCE 
SYNTHESIZER 

STABLE 
REFERENCE 

"" 
OSCILLATOR 

co 

OF 

SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER 

FIptt 2 3. Block di.gr.m lor phase modulation tesls on . phase-lock oscillator. 
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I 
SYNTHESIZEA 

- "'" 
<0 

( , SPECTRUM 

:>,;', ANAlVZt:R 

"- nn 
OSCILLATOR 

F1pn 24. Tnt setu, for . Iixed osclll.tor, S)'IIlhesiltf Is locked to oscillator output. 

First, the test oscillator and the synthesizer are offset in frequency by a small 
amount, and the display is caUbrated as for the case of the vro, i.e., the output from 
the mixer represenu a sideband 6 dB below the carrier. 

Next, the mixer output is monitored on a dc.roupled oscilloscope, and phase-lock 
is broken by opening one loop. As the phase error crosses zero, the lock loop is closed. 
11Us may need to be done several times until the lock occurs with zero phase error. If 
some adjustment within the lock loop is available on the test oscillator, it may be pos
sible to achieve phase quadrature in this manner without Ioc1cing and unlocking the 
oscillators. 

The resuJtant display will now be phase noise versus frequency, and the usual 
corrections can be applied. 

FIXED OScn.LA TORS 

The fixed. oscillator presents a slightly dilerent problem. In this case, a stable 
reference which can be slightly tuned by an input voltage is required. A synthesizer 
such as the HP 5 10 0/5110 solves this problem, since a search input is provided. See 
Figure 24. 

CaUbration is still perfonned in the same manner as before. With the two oscilla
tors offset, the difference frequency represents a sideband 6 dB down from the carrier. 

The synthesizer is then tuned until lock occurs, and the phase error signal (de 
component from mixer) is adjusted to zero. 'This assures phase quadrature. 

The display on the spectrum anaIyzer will be phase noise versus frequency from 
the carrier, and the usual corrections apply. 

MICROWAVE FIXED OSCILLATORS 

For microwave oscillators, a delay line and phase shifter often provide the best 
technique for obtaining phase quadrature between the LO and RF ports of the mixer. 
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DELAY 

SH:1,EA 

'''' ' ., 
OSCILLATOR ., 

'" '�x ftCTflUM 
AHALYZER 

FIprI 25, Block diagram for teslilll I microwm fiud oscillator. 

The delay Une assures that the random noise appeariog at the two ports of the 
mixer does not cancel. (This would occw if identical length lines were wed.) The phase 

,biller allows adjwbnent to phase quadrature by obtaining a zero de component out of 

the mixer. 

To calibrate, a second oscillator, sUghtly different in frequency and at the same 
level. iJ in,serted into the mixer at the LO port in place of the oscillator under test. (The 
directional coupler should be left in the circuit and its through arm tenninated in 50 
ohms.) Here, too, the mixer output will represent a sideband 6 dB below the carrier. 

To measure, reconnect as shown in the diagram, and adjust for zero de output to 
obtain quadrature. The display will now be phase noise venus frequency from carrier. 

Again, apply the urua1 corrections. 

MEASUREMENT NOTES 

A low noise amplifier may be used to increase the spectrum analyzer sensitivity, if 
required. Be sure to account for its gain after calibration. (Do not attempt to calibrate 

with the amplifier in the circuit, since it will probably be overloaded.) 

The spectrum analyzer bandwidth determines the sensitivity ror discrete sidebands, 
and it also affects sensitivity ror close-in noise sidebands. 

In the case or the vro and the fixed oscillator, the lock loop bandwidth must be 
lower in rrequency than the lowest frequency or interest. 

For the case or the microwave fixed oscillator, the delay must be long enough to 
allow a random relationship between the two poru of the mixer. Normally thiJ should 
be about the reciprocal or the lowest frequency offset to be measured. 

At.TERNATE TEClINIQUE FOR RESIDUAL A\f 

In each or the methods under residual PM, we adjusted the two mixer inputs for 
phase quadrature. If, instead, we adjusted for phase coherence (maximum de output), 
the mixer output wou1d be detected AM. The rest of the technique wou1d be similar. 
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ALTERNATE PM TECHNIQUES 

Residual phase modulation can be measured on low frequency oscillators by multi
plying their output frequency. This multiplies the FM deviation (and therefore the PM) 

while the AM remains constant. Thw it is possible to multiply to a high hannonie 

where the oscillator noise sidebands appear above the spectrum analyrer noise side

bands. For example, a multiplication of 1000 brings the sideband level up 60 dB, 

In addition, an FM discriminator, such as the HP 521DA, can be used to obtain 

the residual frequency noise sidebands. This method offers less sensitivity than the 

methods shown, and the output mwt be converted from FM noise to PM noise by some 

mathematical technique, 

EXAMPLES 

" .... 

Fi(we 26. Residual AM measuremenl The spectrum anal)'ler was calibrated such that the log reference 
lewl represents 80 dB down from the carrier in the left photo, Discrete sidebands appear 110 dB below 
the carrier, The IF bandwidth was 1 kHz, so the noise level 50 kHz from Ihe carrier is -145.3 dB/Hz 
(-117 dB +2.5 dB -30.8), The pholo to the righl shows the spectrum analyzer sensitivity. 

10dS/Oio 

F.lre 21. Residual phase modulation on a synthesized signal generalor. In the lell photo, the log 
reference level was calibrated It -50 dB referred 10 the carrier. The IF bandwidth was 1 kHz. Then, the 
noin level is -118.3 dB/Hz.t 50 kHz 1_90 dB +2.5 dB _lO.8 dBI. The rise in the noise response below 
20 kit! is caused by the synthesizer's phase-lock loop. The photo to the right shows the spectrum .nar)'ler 
sensitivity. 
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APPENDIX 

DETEnMINATlON OF MAXI\IU!\I INPUT l'\OJ8E roWER 

The maximum input power used to calculate the valuC$ in Table 1 was determined 
as follows. A -10 dBm CW signal will cause 1 dB gain compression in the mixer. This 
is 70 mV rms or 100 mV peak in a 50-ohm system. With narrowband gaussinn noise 
such as we arc considerins. the maximum value of the envelope will be less than 3/v2 
times the rms value of the envelope with a 99% probability or 99% of the time, l Thus, 
the rnu value of the noise envelope is 

Vi 
- (100 mY) = 47 mV ar -13.5 dBm 
3 

Since 99% is quite conservative,:: wc can safely !i8y that the maximum input 10 the 
mixer is -13 dBm or SO.O poW. This. then, is the maximum lotal power allowable at 
the mixer input. 

RESPONSE TO NOISE OF TilE SPECfI{C\I ANALYl:l:R l:"i TIlE LOG " OOF. 

Narrowband white noise consists of random bursts of energy which have an enve
lope, R, described adequately by the "Rayleigh distribulion.�1 See Figure A. 

R 
P (R) = - 0·""'" 

u' 
which we normalize, by setting the scale factor rT = 1, to 

P (R) = Re -�'n 

The rms value of this function isV2. 

' Rd'ttftllOe D.I. fOl' RAdIo E�, rrr, "  Ed., p. 991 . 
• If ,Ipalo .,.....u.C I dB Calli �ion ...,.,... 01'11), 1'10 01. the 11...." lbey ...m hI,,,e mol)' 1'10 ei'ecc. 

Fipn � 
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V_y_V 

fipn 8. 

In the spectrum analyzer, this noise is processed by peak detection (envelope 
detection), Jogging, and averaging. Thus, with VCR) = logloR, the average of Vn, the 
noise voltage, is 

Vn = ..r [VCR)) [peRIl dR 

fo'"(Iog R) [Re 
at l ] dR 

0_0580 
by numerical integration. 

A sine wave of the same heating power (envelope =V2 . see Figure B) processed 
in the same way yields 

Vs = 10g"\/2 = 0.346 

Taking the difference and translating it from nepers to dB. 
Difference = 8.68 (0.346 - 0.058) = 2.50 dB 

This is the desired correction factor by which the signal generator power must he 
reduced to become a reference for noise power density. 

Table 1 

Noise Spectrum Width 

I MHz 

IOMHz 

100 MHz 

1 GHz 

Maximum 
Input Power Density 
(Input AHen. at 0 dB) 

5O.0 p.W/MHz 

5.0 p.W/MHz 

O.5 ,.,.W/MHz 

0.05 pW/MHz 
----'---
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TYPICAL NOISE SIDEBANDS FOR \IODEL 85538 

I L:Hz - IlO \1Ib. SPECTRU\I ANALYZER 
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CORRECTION FACfORS (I\tPULSE NOISE) 

Convert dBm to dBJL V /MHz using the following corrections. (Nominal figures 
only. Use measured data for greater accuracy.) 

Bandwidth Correction (Add to dBm Reading) 

300 kHz 116 dB 

100 kHz 124 dB 

30 kHz 134 dB 

10 kHz 144 dB 

3 kHz 154 dB 

1 kHz 164 dB 

300 Hz 174 dB 

100 Hz 184 dB 

COIU\ECT[O� FACrORS (RANDO\' NOISE) 

Convert dBm measurements to dBm/Hz using the following corrections. (Nominal 
figures only . Use measured data for greater accuracy.) 

Bandwidth 

10 Hz 

30 H, 
100 Hz 

300 fu 

1 kHz 

3 kH, 
10 kHz 

30 kHz 

100 kHz 

300 kHz 

Correction (Subtract from dBm Reading) 

29 

8.3 dB 

13.3 dB 

18.3 dB 

23.3 dB 

28.3 dB 

33.3 dB 

3tS.3 dH 

43.3 dB 

4B.3 dB 

53.3 dB 
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